NACM Education Committee  
Tuesday, January 21, 2020 – 3:00 PM ET

Present: Kathy Griffin (chair) Janet Cornell, Callie Dietz, Pete Keifer, Hope Kentnor, Tina Mattison, Norman Meyer, Dawn Palermo, Kent Pankey, Rick Pierce, Janet Reid, Alyce Roberts

Kathy called the meeting to order at 3:04 p.m.

Conference Development

Kathy provided an overview of Conference Development. Mid-Year is getting really close and Kathy shared the Agenda, including the various tracks, on her screen. The conference sessions are looking outstanding and we are excited for it. Kathy also displayed how the SIGs will be throughout the conference and the WIN Lunch session on Tuesday will be a new concept to roll out with a smaller audience like the Mid-Year. Callie mentioned to all the need for volunteers to help facilitate with the WIN Lunch. Tina shared the areas that she is in need of volunteers for the ECP functions – the meet and greet and the Monday evening dinner serving.

With regards to the Annual Conference, Kathy noted that the committee reviewing the call for proposals has completed their review and the annual sessions and agenda are nearly completed. Callie gave a brief update on both conferences and echoed that she thinks both are going to be outstanding conferences and is looking forward to them both. Rick shared a potential speaker if Callie is still in need of a plenary. Kathy asked anyone that had information on speakers to send it to her as she is going to compile a list for this committee and the State Association committee as well.

NACM Core

Jeffrey was absent but Kathy asked those on the call that were also part of the workgroup to explore the upcoming potential educational programs, i.e. Core Champion and the micro courses to give an update. Kent stated that the group has met but various issues, such as not wanting to compete with ICM, where does NACM fit in to the mix? The need is there without MSU but much still needs to be addressed. Kathy believes there are a few NACM Board members working and researching this. Norman agreed there is the need and was part of the discussion, with regards to DevLaw and the micro courses he feels the issue is whether NACM will own it, or collaborate and partner with them by endorsing it and guiding it similar to past practice with MSU. Kathy feels this will be discussed at the upcoming in person board meeting.

It was also noted by committee members that there is a Core call tomorrow and the hope will be to discuss this further.

Kathy sent an email out to this committee about moving the call to the 4th Tuesday in lieu of the 3rd so it would fall after the Core call. There was no opposition and it was agreed by all that made sense.
Conference Tracks – already addressed in CDC report.

Resources

Kathy shared that the next webinar is scheduled for January 28, 2020 and everyone should have received an email to register. The webinar is in collaboration with American University “Enhancing Caseflow Management to Ensure the Right to Counsel”.

Leadership Assessment Rubric

On hold pending the Core decision.

Education Repository

Kathy shared that this is almost ready and thanked Dawn for her work on the project. Roger and Jeffrey are currently working on the website function. Kathy also shared the decision to not include all Court Manager publication from the onset but only the last five years.

Educational “landing pages”

Rick gave an update. Jeffrey is developing a template framework to help with layout.

Next Meeting

Tuesday, February 18th at 3:00 PM ET.